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Mathematica, with its notebook interface, it is possible to print your output from the “file
menu” (or to cut and paste your session into an editor). Predefined functions in Mathematica
all start with a capital letter and then finish in lower case (Mathematica is case sensitive).
Arguments to functions (user or predefined) are contained in square brackets as in “Sqrt[9]”.
To execute Mathematica, do a Shift–Enter.

Below we will use Mathematica to find a (the) root of f(x) = ex + x. First we tell Mathe-
matica what f(x) is.

f[x_] := Eˆx + x

The x is our way of telling Mathematica that x is just a dummy variable here. The “:=”
means the left–hand–side is assigned the expression on the right–hand–side.

We now use Mathematica to find a root using the bisection method. We start with the
interval (−1 , 0) (expressed as {−1, 0} to Mathematica) and ask for an accuracy of at least
.0001. Note that f(−1) < 0 and f(0) > 0. The bold face is Mathematica’s output to our
input.

fb[{x_,y_}] := N[Switch[ Sign[ f[(x+y)/2] f[y] ],
-1, Return[{(x+y)/2,y}],
0, Return[{(x+y)/2,(x+y)/2}],
1, Return[{x, (x+y)/2}] ] ]

Nest[fb,{-1,0}, Floor[ Log[2,1/.0001] ] + 1]

{−0.5672, −0.567139}
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The root must lie somewhere in the above interval.

Here

• N[expression] returns the expression in numerical form.

• Switch[expression, v1a, Return[v1b], . . ., vna, Return[vnb] ] returns vjb if expression is
equal to vja.

• Nest[f, x, j] composes f with itself j times and applies this new function to x.

We now use Mathematica to find a root using Newton’s method with an initial guess of 1
and with 5 iterations.

fn[x_] := N[x- f[x]/f’[x]]
Nest[fn, 1, 5]

−0.567143

We have x5 = −0.567143.

We now use Mathematica to find a root using the Secant method with initial guesses x0 = 0
and x1 = 1 with 5 iterations.

fs[{x_,y_}] := N[{y,y - (y-x)/(f[y]-f[x]) f[y]}]
Nest[fs,{0,1},5]

{−0.567111, −0.567143}
We have x6 = −0.567143.
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